Press Release
Maiden Voyage launches COVID-19 Business Traveller Safety eLearning
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Maiden Voyage, specialists in diverse traveller safety announced today the launch
of its new COVID-19 Traveller Safety eLearning for Business Travellers.
As some organisations start to reintroduce business travel employers are looking
for advice on how to best support those who are required to travel as part of their
jobs, many of whom have concerns about catching COVID-19 whilst travelling.
Maiden Voyage worked with airlines, airports, hotels and other travel suppliers
and travel security experts to develop the comprehensive online learning module.
The eLearning provides business travellers and employers with practical advice to
ensure the traveller’s mental and physical wellbeing during the pandemic, whilst
also protecting their colleagues and loved-ones. Having completed the module,
travellers will have a better understanding of what to expect during the end-toend journey as well as to identify and mitigate risks along the way. The eLearning
modules also come with a Managers Assistance Handbook to help employers to
support the mental, physical and practical needs of their employees whilst also
safeguarding their organisations.
Of the launch, Carolyn Pearson, CEO said “Whilst global travel remains volatile, it
is only a matter of time before some modicum of business travel resumes and
employers need to be prepared in order to protect their business travellers in this
‘new normal’.
“Duty of care has never been so prolifically at the front of minds for employers
and we believe that our new module will provide a simple solution to the
challenges around global mobility”.
The eLearning comes in a variety of formats so that it can plug easily into travel
apps and online Learning Management systems and comes with reporting and
analytics to allow employers to mandate the training if needed.
-ENDSABOUT MAIDEN VOYAGE

Launched in 2009, Maiden Voyage specialises in the support, training and
education of diverse groups of business travellers and their employers through
online training, eLearning and traveller safety workshops around the world.
Maiden Voyage has strategic partnerships with Travel Management Companies
including Capita Travel & Events, Gray Dawes Group, Atlas Travel and Orbit Travel
New Zealand and partners with Advantage Travel, GlobalStar and Radius Travel.
Clients include global oil & gas, tech, banking as well as numerous other sectors
and as well as a significant number of universities.
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